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Each month, CIF highlights a unique project from Saskatchewan that it has funded. We have
combined the past 12 stories from 2017 - 2018 into one document for your reading pleasure!
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CIF FEATURE STORY: 

Sept 2017

The P.A.R.T.Y. (Prevent Alcohol & Risk Related Trauma in Youth) Program Day is a full day session where 
students follow the paths of injury survivors and meet professionals involved in trauma situations. 
Paramedics, RCMP, Therapists, Emergency Room Nurses, and Addictions Counselors assist students in 
experiencing the difficult journey of a trauma patient. Students have hands-on experience with the 
equipment used in trauma care and rehabilitation. They have the opportunity to witness a mock crash scene 
and learn about the harsh realities of not only sustaining an injury but other potential consequences of 
being involved in a vehicle crash. They also visit a local funeral home and morgue and hear from a coroner. 
To end the day, injury and trauma survivors share with students their own personal experiences as they 
describe their lives, before and after the injury and trauma. “The real life information and stories shared by 
the professionals and survivor speakers drive home the ripple effect traumatic injury and fatalities can 
have on an individual, a family, and a community. The choices one makes can have consequences that 
effect people beyond themselves; that is one of the key messages we want our youth to take away from 
the day. We want them to understand the consequences of risk taking behavior and realize that their life 
and the lives of others can be changed in an instant by making a poor decision and taking unnecessary 
risks,” shared Shari Hinz, Executive Director of Safe Communities Humboldt & Area. 

New and young drivers throughout the region are the primary target audience of this program. Community 
volunteers assist as group leaders, disability lunch volunteers, mock crash scene victims, and assist the 
coordinator. Including students, teachers, and volunteers, approximately 500 individuals between the two 
event days are directly reached. Local emergency personnel benefit from this program as it provides 
professional development and training opportunities. All citizens from our local communities benefit from 
this program because major injuries affect everyone from the person injured or killed, family members and 
friends, employers, schools, and communities in the region, along with the emergency services personnel 
and first responders. “The scope of impact from a traumatic event is exponential and by offering this 
program in the region annually, the P.A.R.T.Y. Program continues to educate not only youth but those 
directly involved with youth and their families,” shared Shari. 

SGI statistics within the region from 2008 - 2015 show that the number of injuries and collisions involving 
drivers under 18 has been declining in the Humboldt area. Regional SGI statistics for impaired driving show a 
steady decline from 2008 - 2012 with some spikes in the number of collisions in 2013 and 2015. Provincial 
SGI statistics shared in the media during 2017 have shown higher numbers of impaired driving charges in 
Saskatchewan which suggests ongoing work needs to be done. “By offering this program over the past 14 
years in our region, we are continuing to educate and create awareness of the grave consequences of not 
only impaired driving but other risk taking behaviors such as distracted driving, drug use, and 
consequences of not wearing proper gear such as helmets when undertaking various recreational 
activities,” said Shari.

“If we can work to instill positive core values in our youth regarding safety education, that will carry 
forward to the next generation as those youth proceed into adulthood and begin families of their own.  
This program can be life changing so it will continue to be offered to the youth in our region in an effort to 
maintain the positive trends we have seen in terms of declining incidents of collisions involving young 
drivers in our area,” shared Shari.

2017 P.A.R.T.Y. Program

Feature 2017 P.A.R.T.Y. Program;

Mock crashed scene used to teach about the harsh realities of not only sustaining 
an injury but other potential consequences of being involved in a vehicle crash.

Story: Safe Communities Humboldt & Area 

Photo credit: Safe Communities Humboldt & Area



CIF FEATURE STORY: 

October 2017

The Thomson Aerobic Powwow Program was offered weekly and 
focused on improving the cardiovascular health, balance, and strength 
of participants through teachings of the rigorous routines of powwow 
dance. Sessions were conducted by Terrance Littletent, a former world 
champion Hoop Dancer, who also educated participants on the regalia, 
meaning, and origin of traditional First Nation dances.  

The program was designed to target youth and adults living in the 
Heritage Neighborhood of Regina. The sessions were culturally 
affirming and inclusive. The Aerobic

Thomson Aerobic Powwow Program

Feature Thomson Aerobic Powwow Program;

Powwow program was the only 
recreational fitness program to be 
offered in the Heritage area free of 
charge at that time. 

“Initially the program was 
proposed to target youth and 
adults, however, on program 
nights, most participants brought 
their entire families,” shared Angel 
Hayden, Community Coordinator. 
“This added another dimension to 
our program, it allowed for 
increased opportunities to engage 
families and facilitated our quest in 
building meaningful relationships 
within the community.” 

This unique program increased 
the physical activity level of

Story: Thomson Community School Council

participants, promoted and encouraged a healthy lifestyle, provided 
access to free recreational programming, encouraged community 
participation, and educated participants on Aboriginal culture and 
identity. 

”

“
Participating in the 
Thomson Powwow 

Program built up my 
endurance, as you have 
to be very fit to dance 

Powwow. Attending the 
program also educated 

me on the meaning of the 
dances and what the 

dance moves are meant 
to reflect. It was a good 
program and I am glad 

that I was able to 
participate in it.

- Participant



CIF FEATURE STORY: 

November 2017

The CIF’s funding support has enabled Reno Rascals Early 
Learning and Child Care to reflect upon and enhance their after 
school programming for school-aged children. Through the 
assistance of community volunteers they were able to offer a 
variety of new monthly projects, activities, and learning 
experiences which sparked a renewed interest for the children 
to participate. Children had fun learning new skills including 
Christmas cookie baking and decorating, preparing healthy and 
nutritious snacks, building with clay, gardening (including 
seeding, transplanting, making a wicking bed and hoop house), 
yoga, gymnastics, and soccer. More activities will be offered in 
the upcoming months!

“The enhanced after school program supports our young 
families and their school-age children within the community 
and surrounding area of Consul,” shared Jean Wenaas, Director. 
“Parents can be at ease while they are working or away from 
home knowing that their children are safe, willing, and happily 
participating in our after school program.”

Reno Rascals After School Program 

Feature Reno Rascals After School Program (RRASP);
Story: Reno Rascals Early Learning & Child Care 

”

“The RRASP program 
gave my daughter an 

opportunity to learn how 
to lead activities with 

younger children in a fun 
environment. I saw her 
confidence grow as she 

planned the sessions and 
spent time with the kids. 

It was a great growth 
opportunity for her.

- Parent of teen facilitator who led 
the school age group in their 

building with clay activity. 

Children are provided with a healthy, nutritious snack and have the opportunity to participate in a variety 
of indoor and outdoor age-appropriate group projects. These activities encourage fun, friendships, 
learning new skills and increasing confidence while collaborating with peers their age. “We use mainly 
local resources, materials, and volunteers to assist staff in facilitating new and interesting experiences 
for the children. Teenagers in the community are also encouraged to plan and lead some special 
activities which gives them the experience, skills, and self-confidence to become involved as active 
community volunteers and leaders,” said Jean.

“The goal to enhance our after school program through offering new activities and learning 
experiences sparked a renewed interest and increased participation for the school-aged children’s 
group. Equally important, we realized this success was attained through our encouragement of 
community volunteers and facilitators’ valuable input, both young and old, and their willingness to 
share their individual talents and expertise in certain areas. All parents, staff, and community members 
collaborate and exercise a mutual respect, trust, and cooperation for the best interests and well-being 
of the children,” shared Jean.



CIF FEATURE STORY: 

December 2017

The HR Boot CampTM was designed to provide training and understanding to those that are new 
to or less experienced in Human Resources (HR) and those that deal with HR matters besides 
their regular duties. “The primary target group was nonprofit Provincial Recreation 
Associations, but participants with volunteer board members and municipal recreation staff 
also attended and benefited greatly from these sessions,” shared Lee Anne Balliett, Human 
Resources and Funding with the Saskatchewan Parks and Recreation Association (SPRA).

HR Boot CampTM

Feature HR Boot CampTM; 

There were four modules held in three different locations in the province to make these training 
opportunities convenient to as many potential participants as possible. Case studies, group work, 
games, stimulating questions, discussions and role play were used to explore the material. The 
following sessions were held in the following locations:

Story: Saskatchewan Parks and Recreation Association (SPRA)

“The SPRA is always looking for ways to help build 
stronger recreation organizations. It was identified that 
Human Resource Management was not only a weakness, 
but a potential liability with many of the organizations. 
In most nonprofit, volunteer organizations, Human 
Resource Management is beyond the skill set of the 
volunteers (and many staff). The HR Boot CampTM was an 
opportunity for SPRA to help provide information that 
will help individuals grow and avoid the time and energy 
that is associated with Human Resource legal action. The 
participants found the information gained from the four 
sessions valuable in running their nonprofit 
organizations,” shared Lee Anne.

”“Thank you! This was a great experience and highly 
recommend this to all managers and board members.

- Participant

April 10, 2017  Humboldt Legal? Ethical? How Would You Like to be Treated?
April 28, 2017    Saskatoon LGetting the Right People
May 12, 2017     Regina LDeveloping Your People
May 26, 2017     Saskatoon LConsider the Right HR Stuff (HR Policy)



CIF FEATURE STORY: 

January 2018

Digital Media: Across Cultures, Across Generations 
(www.sods.sk.ca) is a film-making project, where over the 
course of several sessions, newcomer and First Nation youth 
learn the skills necessary to create their own documentary-
based stories on their own communities and experiences. In 
the program, they are trained on script writing, cameras, light 
and sound recording techniques. There is also a senior 
component to the program, where the seniors share their 
stories with the youth and some of the youth film and edit 
these stories to be showcased to the community.

“This program has run for the past two years in partnership 
with the Core Neighborhood Youth Co-op and Paved Arts and 
is taught by established filmmakers in Saskatoon,” shared Ian 
Shaw, Saskatoon Open Door Society. “We run four sessions 
throughout the year with a final film screening in March at 
the Broadway Theater.”

The project is designed primarily for newcomer and First 
Nation youth ages 14-22. The program is targeted to the 
communities that the youth live in, whether it is their cultural 
community, or the larger Saskatoon or Canadian community. 
The project will raise awareness and support community 
members across generations and within the variety of 
community groups in Saskatoon.

“Four of our films have been broadcast on Roger’s City

Digital Storytelling Project: 

Feature Digital Storytelling Project: Across Generations, 
Story: Across Cultures; Saskatoon Open Door Society 

”

“ The program was 
excellent. In the beginning 
I was a little worried as I 

did not know what to 
expect. I had many 

questions in my mind: 
How will I look on camera? 

What story should I tell? 
What will people think of 

me? And so on. But as the 
program went on and with 
the help of the instructor 

and coordinators who 
were interpreting for us I 

started to feel comfortable. 
It felt good to get involved 

and mix with everyone. 
The program was great

in every way. 

- 15 year old participant 

Saskatchewan TV in 2017 and six more will be screened in 2018 as they had been selected at the 
Yorkton Film Festival,” shared Ian. “They were selected out of many submission based on their 
content and quality. As well, many of our films were also selected and won awards at the 
Saskatoon “I Am the Bridge” film festival by Paved Arts, a community based organization that 
helps advance knowledge and practice of arts including digital media products.”

The projection of the films produced by the newcomer and First Nation’s youth have impacted many 
viewers that attended the various screening events. Since the films portray personal stories and 
biopics, many viewers can relate to the content and experience which are being spoken of. The 
sharing of these experiences brings the people closer together and helps break stereotypes, mass 
media misinformation, and racism. They help bridge the community and create a positive culture. 

Across Generations, Across Cultures

Youth in the learning session 
at The Two Twenty building. 

Wilson Yao & Abdel Hanan
Khalyan out filming

Abdel Hanan Khalyan
behind the camera

http://www.sods.sk.ca/


CIF FEATURE STORY: 

February 2018

The Bridging Program assists women who are incarcerated at Pine Grove 
Correctional Centre by helping them navigate their way through their sentence 
and overcome barriers to successful reintegration in their home community. 
The program consists of building and developing an institutional diary, 
addresses risk factors that prevent incarceration, encourages personal 
development, identifies a personal and professional support network, and 
creates a reintegration plan that targets all the identified needs of the 
individual. Each participant, with help from Elizabeth Fry, creates a self-directed 
reintegration plan that is both ambitious and realistic. “Women who participate 
in the Bridging Program find it easier to connect with their designated case 
manager at the Correctional Centre,” shared Stephanie Saulnier, Women 
Services, Elizabeth Fry Society of Saskatchewan.

Pine Grove Correctional Centre is Saskatchewan’s only provincial prison for 
women, holding upwards of 200 women at any given time. Pine Grove is located 
just outside Prince Albert, but women from all over Saskatchewan are 
transferred there if they are being held in custody. “Most of the participants in 
the Bridging Program are in their mid-twenties, are mothers to multiple 
children, and identify as being Indigenous/Metis. Poverty, addiction, and 
mental health issues, are, (for many), the root of their involvement with the 
justice system. Each participant has their own history that affects their 
present circumstances, and each one has different barriers to overcome and 
goals they would like to achieve,” shared Saulnier. The Bridging Program hopes 
to connect participants with one another, to staff at the institution who can help 
them with their plan, and with outside organizations and professionals. 

“The Bridging Program has increased the quality of life and wellbeing of 
individuals in communities across Saskatchewan by increasing the sense of 
connectedness that incarcerated women feel. Most of the women who 
participate in the program are striving to make significant changes in their 
lives. We have heard from some women that they were grateful for the time 
spent in prison, as it allowed for reflection on the direction their life was 
headed in, and the opportunity to make changes” Saulnier said. 

The Bridging Program does just as it says; it creates bridges to the outside world, 
so that women feel more connected to their community when they are 
released. The women are referred to the various services and resources they 
will need, from addictions counselling to housing locators to doctor’s 
appointments. “We believe that the key to successful reintegration is feeling 
connected with as many supports as possible. When individuals are connected 
to the community, when their basic needs are being met, and when they are 
physically, emotionally, mentally, and spiritually supported, they are well 
along on their healing journey. The Bridging Program works with women at an 
individual level to support them to make these positive changes in their lives,” 
shared Saulnier.

The Bridging Program

Feature The Bridging Program; 
Story: Elizabeth Fry Society of Saskatchewan 

“The Bridging Program seeks to 
provide a continuum of services 
to an individual: before, during, 
and after incarceration. There 
was one woman who we worked 
with along this continuum. We 
met with her after she was 
arrested and then transferred to 
Pine Grove. We assisted her 
through our court working 
program and did our best to 
provide her with the legal 
information she needed to 
navigate the justice system and 
understand what was happening 
to her. While she was at Pine 
Grove, we discussed her release 
plan, and did our best to connect 
her with the supports she would 
need when she returned to the 
community. When she was back 
in the community, we continued 
to work with her. We helped her 
obtain emergency shelter, 
financial support, transportation 
and long-term housing for her 
and her son. This is just one 
example of how we bridge the 
divide from prison to community 
for the individuals we work with. 
We understand that the struggle 
isn’t over once people are out of 
jail. It takes time for some people 
to get back on their feet, and we 
want them to know we are 
here for them. We continue to 
work with women for as long as 
they require our assistance, and 
do our best to provide low-
barrier, non-judgmental and 
flexible services that meet them 
where they are at. 

Personal Story: 

”

always

Pictured: Staff & students at Stuff the Bus in September 2017

The Bridging Program 

https://www.elizabethfrysask.org/


CIF FEATURE STORY: 

March 2018

Northern Spirits is a three-day music, arts, and culture 
workshop for approximately 75 youth ages 12-17 in northern 
Saskatchewan. During the workshop, youth are given the 
opportunity to demonstrate their musical abilities and learn 
valuable skills in leadership, performance, set design, stage 
management, and production. Every evening, youth have the 
chance to sing, dance, and/or play an instrument in front of 
their peers. This year, Northern Spirits had two guest 
speakers, LJ Kimbly, a local Prince Albert musician, and Marty 
Ballantyne, a northern musician, share their stories and 
journey into the music industry. They spoke about rising up 
from their situations and using their life experiences to 
create their work as musicians and song writers.

After the workshop, program mentors and leaders select 
youth to produce and perform in their own showcase in 
February, alongside the Voices of the North show at the

Northern Spirits

Feature Northern Spirits;
Story: Northern Sport Culture and Recreation District

”

“Since attending Northern 
Spirits, they can’t help 
but share their love for 
music and performing. 
They now pursue music 

with passion and a 
willingness to write, sing, 

and share their music.

- A parent & support staff at a 
local school was thrilled to 

watch her two children grow 
their self-confidence. 

Prince Albert Winter Festival. “Youth who displayed the most passion, dedication, and determination 
are selected to participate in the showcase,” shared Harmony Johnson-Harder, Program Manager for 
Culture and Community Development. 

The annual Northern Spirits workshop allows youth from across the north to come to Prince Albert and 
return home with new confidence and experience. They learn how to speak in front of a group, sing to a 
crowd, and overall self-empowerment. “Teachers and parents are excited to have youth participate in 
Northern Spirits. Youth who take part in the workshop go back to their own communities with greater 
confidence and self-esteem, ready to take on leadership roles in their schools and community,” said 
Johnson-Harder. 

“The band ‘Between Bridges’ is a success story that resulted from youth who participated in Northern 
Spirits. Three youth from La Ronge, Timber Bay, and Prince Albert met at Northern Spirits and formed 
a solid friendship. Their band is now touring across Saskatchewan,” shared Johnson-Harder. “Living in 
isolated communities can make it difficult for youth to connect with others that have similar interests 
and passions. Youth who participate in Northern Spirits build friendships and support networks in the 
music and art community across northern Saskatchewan.”

The band ‘Between Bridges’ formed at the 
Northern Spirits workshop and joined this year’s 

showcase as mentors and back-up band. 

Between Bridges guitarist with youth participant 
performing at the Northern Spirits showcase.

Photo Credit: Harmony Johnson-Harder 



CIF FEATURE STORY: 

April 2018

SPOKES’ Drop In Centre has a welcoming 
atmosphere and provides people with access to 
a wide variety of resources, information, and 
services. 

SPOKES provides access to clothing, food 
security (food hamper application), computers 
and information to help individuals with issues 
that are present in their lives. These programs 
are provided free of charge.

In general, SPOKES provides primary and 
secondary prevention and support to families 
and youth, specifically new community 
members, immigrant families, single parents 
and children, and low income families.

The mandate of the SPOKES Family Resource 
Centre is "to assist in meeting needs by 
connecting families, community, services and 
individuals.”

Drop In & Exchange Centre

Feature Drop In & Exchange Centre;
Story: SPOKES Family Resource Centre 

”

“

An expecting mother whom has a 
9 year old daughter has used the 

exchange to get proper winter 
clothing items for herself and her 

daughter. She stated: 

I love the option of 
donating clothing and items 
for kids in return for taking 

clothing and items that I 
currently need. Kids grow 

up so fast and don’t stay in 
a size for too long, so this 
very beneficial and I love 

coming to see you.

They have been able to partner with the other community agencies to facilitate events, 
programming, support, and the Drop In Centre for individuals to use. SPOKES has also organized 
community volunteers to help with programming, donations, and support. There has been an 
increase in community members using their programming.

“Our goal is to link families and community members with services in our area and to assist in 
the development of programs tailored to meet the needs of our community,” shared Krista 
Giefer, Family Coordinator. “We are constantly looking at options to provide workshops, 
programs and services for the community, specifically families, in partnership with other 
service providers and volunteers.”



CIF FEATURE STORY: 

May 2018

The Community Mobilization Program, also referred to as the 
“Hub” is a multi-agency team focused on crime prevention. 
Community Mobilization integrates the activities of various 
community agencies, including the Ile a la Crosse RCMP, Ile a la 
Crosse School Division #112, Saskatchewan Ministry of Health, 
Saskatchewan Justice, Saskatchewan Housing, Ministry of Social 
Services, and the Municipality of Ile a la Crosse. “These agencies 
work together to identify at-risk children and youth, share 
information on individuals and families involved, and develop 
integrated, targeted intervention strategies,” shared Philip 
Durocher, Municipal Operations Assistant.

The objectives of the Ile a la Crosse Mobilization Program are to 
achieve a dramatic and on-going reduction in the levels of crime 
and victimization in Ile a la Crosse; to improve all aspects of social 
wellness, including suicide prevention and reducing emergency 
room visits and school truancy; to give citizens and families at-
risk the supports needed to build positive and healthy lives; to 
allow youth to grow and be educated in environments free from

Community Mobilization and Social 

Feature Community Mobilization and Social Development
Story: Program; Northern Village of Ile a la Crosse 

”

“The Northern Village of 
Ile a la Crosse Mayor and 

Council were receiving 
phone calls of concern 

and crisis situations on a 
regular basis before the 

Hub Table was 
established. Now with 

the Community 
Mobilization Program, we 
have a more appropriate 
avenue of responding to 

community issues.

- Mayor Duane Favel 
of Ile a la Crosse

fear and risk; and to grant businesses a safe and positive place in which to operate.

The Ile a la Crosse Community Mobilization Program or “The Hub” was formed in April 2017 when 
an agreement was signed between six Provincial Ministries. Ile a la Crosse was the 13 Community in 
Saskatchewan to adopt the “Hub Model”. The Hub Table data entry clerk inputs all the client 
information into a provincial databank in order to get an annual Hub Statistical Report. The report 
shows all the risk categories with provincial comparisons and percentages that tells us which issues 
we need focus on and if increased resources are required. The Ile a la Crosse Hub follows a four-filter 
process to attempt to minimize the risk of inappropriate or unnecessary data sharing and to ensure 
participation in the discussions on a need to know basis.  

“The Hub is the component where our team of designated staff from community agencies and 
government ministries meet on a regular basis to address specific situations regarding clients 
facing elevated levels of risk and develop immediate, coordinated and integrated responses 
through the mobilization of resources,” shared Durocher. “It has definitely improved the quality of 
life for several individuals and their families.”

Development Program



CIF FEATURE STORY: 

June 2018

The Bridge City Bicycle Co-op (BCBC) Youth Build-a-Bicycle 
Workshop Series comprises educational workshops for core 
neighbourhood and newcomer youth, under the age of 18 in 
Saskatoon, to learn bicycle mechanic skills and apply them to 
restore a secondhand bicycle to own for free. In these 
workshops, youth participants are paired with BCBC volunteers, 
who provide education and encouragement to assist the youth in 
identifying what needs to be fixed on their bicycle and how to fix 
each problem until the bicycle is ready for the road. The BCBC 
further provides all the tools and spare parts for each youth to 
successfully fix their bicycles. 

This spring, the BCBC partnered with St. Mary’s Wellness and 
Education Centre, where 16 of their students (ranging from ages 
6 to 12) participated in Youth Build-a-Bicycle Workshops. Each 
youth participant successfully restored a bicycle, which they will 
use to train for the Kids of Steel triathlon.

Youth Build-a-Bicycle Workshop Series

Feature Youth Build-a-Bicycle Workshop Series;
Story: Bridge City Bicycle Co-op (BCBC)

”

““The workshops put on by the 
BCBC are something our youth 
talk about for months 
afterwards. Watching the 
volunteers encourage, engage, 
empower, and educate our 
youth is a fantastic experience. 
Through a small amount of 
time I'm able to see our youth 
blossom with confidence in 
knowing that they can learn a 
new skill and apply it.” 

- Tara Desroches, St. Mary’s Wellness 
& Education Centre teacher

"We believe that bicycles offer healthy physical recreation opportunities and a mode of transportation 
for youth. However, on average, new low-priced youth bicycles cost between 100-300 dollars, which 
can be a barrier for many youth in the core neighbourhoods, as well as newcomer families. The 
workshop series provides youth access to bicycles, which then creates opportunities to participate in 
regular outdoor physical activities and provide access to community activities. It further provides a 
mode of healthy transportation for day-to-day life pursuits. When used as a form of transportation, 
bicycles enable youth to commute to school and/or work and partake in more activities relating to 
athletics, cultural expression, and/or recreational activities. Moreover, the workshop series provides 
an experiential learning opportunity for youth to gain some exposure to mechanical skills, which is a 
helpful life skill" shared Stan Yu, Co-chair of the BCBC Board of Directors.

For these workshops, the BCBC partners with local K-12 schools and other youth-oriented community-
based organizations to identify and recruit the youth participants. The objectives of these workshops are 
two-fold. "Our primary objective is to promote opportunities for healthy recreation for youth by 
providing them access to bicycles,” shared Stan. "Our second objective is for youth to obtain 
mechanical skills and feel empowered to maintain their bicycles in the future. Our ethos for these 
workshops is to cultivate a fun and inclusive atmosphere, and to encourage youth to try turning a 
wrench or two, and not be afraid to get their hands dirty.” 

BCBC volunteers with St. Mary’s Wellness & Education Centre students (ages 6 - 12) and their restored bicycles. 

Photo Credit: Tara Desroches



CIF FEATURE STORY: 

July 2018

The Saskatchewan Association of Agricultural Societies and 
Exhibitions (SAASE) has just begun the 2018 Provincial Safety Day 
Program. This is the 7th year of the program, which has grown to 
include 20 safety days in 18 communities, with over 6,000 school 
children attending from across Saskatchewan. 

SAASE, in partnership with Saskatchewan’s Agricultural Societies, 
the Community Initiatives Fund (CIF), the Saskatchewan Ministry 
of Agriculture, the Progressive Agriculture Foundation, the 
Canadian Agricultural Safety Association (CASA), Farm Credit 
Canada, and SaskPower are working to keep our children safe by 
teaching them about safety. The communities hosting safety days 
in 2018 include Assiniboia, Belle Plaine, Biggar, Canora, Eston, 
Humboldt, Lloydminster, Meadow Lake, Montmarte, Moose Jaw, 
North Battleford, Nipawin, Outlook, Prince Albert, Swift Current, 
Unity, Weyburn, and Yorkton. In addition to the communities 
hosting the safety days, school children from over thirty 
communities in the surrounding areas also attended.

Provincial Safety Day Program

Feature Provincial Safety Day Program; Saskatchewan
Story: Association of Agricultural Societies & Exhibitions (SAASE)

”

“
Prairie South is grateful for the 
partnership that we hold with 
SAASE. Every year our students 
are engaged through hands on 
learning through dynamic 
activities & presentations as they 
attend one of the Safety Days. 
These learning experiences are so 
valuable for our students as it 
brings real world situations to the 
forefront & makes them think 
about what choices they can 
make, to be safe as they grow-up.

- Brett Young, Career Development 
Consultant, Prairie South Schools

The school children attending the safety day are generally bused 
to the safety day location. The safety days are set up by volunteers with the school children rotating 
through a series of safety station topics throughout the day. The stations are operated by companies 
helping out with the safety day, as well as volunteers. Communities hosting the safety day will have 
safety stations that are relevant to that area of the province. In 2017 the top ten safety stations were on 
Fire Safety, ATV Safety, Electrical Safety, Chemical Safety, Animal Safety, First Aid, Grain Safety, Tractor 
Safety, Lawn Equipment Safety, and Water Safety. The program would not happen without the 
dedication and commitment of the many volunteers, Agricultural Societies and companies – both 
provincially and locally that are involved. Over 500 volunteers from across Saskatchewan commit more 
than 6,000 hours to working with our youth to help keep them safe.

“In addition to supporting safety days in Saskatchewan communities, the Communities Initiative Fund 
has also been instrumental in developing a network of Safety Day Coordinator volunteers across 
Saskatchewan,” shares Glen Duck, Executive Director of SAASE. “Each year a Safety Day Coordinators 
workshop takes place in Regina. The workshop brings volunteers from across the province to learn 
about how to run a safety day, as well as the resources that are available through the Progressive 
Agriculture Foundation and the Canadian Agricultural Safety Association.”

The provincial safety day program is reaching communities all across Saskatchewan and teaching more 
than 6,000 children a year on how to stay safe. “Our youth are our greatest resource and safety days 
teach our children in communities all across Saskatchewan how to stay safe,” shares Glen. “By
teaching our children about safety, we are helping to change the safety culture in Saskatchewan as 
we move forward into the future.”
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The Zone; City of Swift Current

The ZONE is a drop-in program offering free recreation, physical activity, arts, and 
cultural programming, between 4 - 9 p.m. Monday to Thursday and between 7 p.m. 
- 12 a.m. Fridays and Saturdays for youth between the ages of 11-18 who reside in 
and around Swift Current. Youth of all genders, race, socio-economic background, 
or sexual orientation are all welcome to participate in the programs, free of charge! 
The program is delivered as a partnership between The City of Swift Current and 
The Swift Current Community Youth Initiative (SCCYI) based out of their youth 
friendly facility “The Center.” “Many of the kids participating in this program are 
‘at-risk’ and through planned activity we provide the opportunity to nurture 
positive, healthy relationships,” shared Kelly Schafer, Community Recreation 
Coordinator. “This program inspires youth of Swift Current, one relationship at a 
time, to make positive life decisions and to become a respected part of the 
community and society.” 

”

“Sorry I’m late. My
mum told me she doesn’t 
have time to drop me off 
here anymore and that I 

have to stop coming, I told 
her that it’s the only fun 

part of my life and that I’d 
walk here myself If I had 

to. She didn’t think I 
would, I didn’t think it 

would take me 40 mins 
but there’s no way I’m 

staying at home.

– 13 year old participant

Program leaders and mentors are trained in ‘HIGH FIVE’ 
principles of healthy child development as well as ‘Safe 
Places - Youth Certified,’ a new community driven 
initiative which ensures that people working with minors 
have relevant background checks and training on 
bullying, abuse, and harassment. 

Programming focuses on developing healthy relationships 
with peers and adults through recreation, physical 
activities, healthy nutrition, arts, and cultural activities. 
The program provides a fun, safe, and youth-relevant 
place for teens to hang out and be part of the 
community. The program has evolved tremendously over 
the last 5 years as The City and the SCCYI have partnered 
to offer more programming. The SCCYI organizes free 
guitar lessons and school tutoring, a nutritious snack, and 
two hot meals during the week. Offering cooking classes 
and homemade meals not only ensures that kids are 
nourished but also to learn basic skills and have the 
knowledge to prepare food for themselves in their own
environment. Nathan Wiebe, Executive Director of the
SCCYI explains “we also provide various education and training to our youth and 
invite many special guests to talk with our group on youth-friendly topics such as 
fire and safety, babysitting basics, drugs and alcohol, mental health, and more. 
Our referral system to counsellors at the center ensures that in the event of 
suspected mental health or abuse cases we provide extra support.”

The ZONE looks to support improved social, physical, and emotional development 
amongst this target group, understanding that there are many factors that 
predispose youth to risky behaviors: low parental monitoring, lack of family 
support, poor neighborhood quality, and lack of healthy relationships with non-
parental adults. “Youth encounter many unhealthy options every day. Creating a 
safe place where they are welcome anytime and providing them with wholesome 
nutritious snacks and hot meals, supports their desire to choose a healthier 
lifestyle. Our leaders and mentors show them that they are not alone; they are 
given the opportunity to reach out, breaking the isolation of being alone or 
worse, abuse and addiction,” expressed Wiebe. 

“Communities benefit from responsible youth who have a skillset to integrate 
positively within our community. Through the provision of trained leaders and 
mentors, we can provide a platform for these youth to learn and grow into proud, 
strong and respectful adults. The youth attending this program are also provided 
the opportunity to familiarize themselves and make connections with the 
community in a way that wouldn’t necessarily be possible, as we introduce them 
to some of our service providers and activities available to them within the 
community. This program allows youth to be heard, to have a voice, and to 
actively belong to something. Overall we hope to nurture positive behaviors that 
support healthy development,” shared Schafer. 
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